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Our Voice

It was the Roaring Twenties, and in Europe and the United States, people were listening to 

jazz and dancing the Charleston and the fox trot. The extravagance, the euphoria, the laugh-

ter, and the overflowing champagne glasses filled the cabaret nights in an escape toward the 

future, attempting to erase the memory of the chilling death toll left by World War I and the 

Spanish Flu. But very soon, they ran into the Great Depression of 1929.

Given the unprecedented nature of some experiences, like the covid-19 pandemic we’re go-

ing through now, it’s inevitable to try to establish parallels with situations we’re familiar with, 

whether we experienced them ourselves or they’re part of our history. However, when we have 

to deal with what comes and have to try not to go through a greater crisis, it’s not very important 

to read the past if we don’t do it with the gaze of people who are aware of what we’ve lost, but 

that we’ve also won something. That gaze must be that of someone who has decided to not con-

tinue with the injustice and inequality among countries and among people, someone who has un-

masked the pandemic, someone who has benefitted from technology and uses it to fight people’s 

unequal access to it; the gaze of someone who, instead of continuing to increase polarization, builds 

bridges of conciliation.

In previous issues of Voices of Mexico, we’ve talked about “Changes” and “Connections,” about 

how transformations had come together; while not all of them are attributable to the covid-19 

pandemic, it did speed up the emergence of new realities. This has motivated us, as a continua-

tion of the previous issues, to think in this issue about expectations and possible scenarios. We 

cover topics like the border, migration, security, bilateral relations with the United States, the envi-

ronment, First Peoples, social justice, virtuality, education, health, mental health, art, and other 

cultural expressions.

It seems like today, more than ever, we’re attracted by the need for an illusion, a Utopia that 

can restore our confidence in ourselves as individual and collective inhabitants of the planet, to 

which, by the way, we owe a great deal. 

It is no easy task to project into the future the social life we’ve been forced to leave behind 

for almost two years. We’re not simply talking about numbers and statistics, but about people 

who have lost their lives or who have lost a loved one, or someone who has been left disabled, 

or jobless, or who hasn’t had access to health services, of women who were chained to their ag-

gressors under the same roof. But also, it’s because in the short term, the horizon doesn’t look 

particularly encouraging.

We would like nothing better than for the crisis to end with better times, but we’re the ones 

who have to make decisions and take actions that can decide how to build the times to come after 

this intense, painful experience. To do that, we’ll have to work very hard, and as a community, 

face challenges as immense and unpostponable as global warming, the ravages to our health, and 

growing social, economic, and educational inequality.

Teresa Jiménez

Editor-in-chief of Voices of Mexico
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